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Abstract Modern software systems are increasingly
expected to show higher degrees of autonomy and self-
management to cope with uncertain and diverse situa-
tions. As a consequence, autonomous systems can ex-
hibit unexpected and surprising behaviours. This is ex-
acerbated due to the ubiquity and complexity of Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI)-based systems. This is the case
of Reinforcement Learning (RL), where autonomous
agents learn through trial-and-error how to find good
solutions to a problem. Thus, the underlying decision-
making criteria may become opaque to users that in-
teract with the system and who may require explana-
tions about the system’s reasoning. Available work for
eXplainable Reinforcement Learning (XRL) offers dif-
ferent trade-offs: e.g. for runtime explanations, the ap-
proaches are model-specific or can only analyse results
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after-the-fact. Different from these approaches, this pa-
per aims to provide an online model-agnostic approach
for XRL towards trustworthy and understandable AI.
We present ETeMoX, an architecture based on tempo-
ral models to keep track of the decision-making pro-
cesses of RL systems. Runtime models are stored on
a temporal graph database and queried during system
execution on demand to extract history-aware explana-
tions. In cases where the resources are limited (e.g. stor-
age capacity or time to response), the architecture also
integrates complex event processing, an event-driven
approach, for detecting matches to event patterns (com-
plex events) that need to be stored, instead of keeping
the entire history. The approach is applied to a mobile
communications case study using autonomous airborne
base stations, which are positioned using RL algorithms
to maximise user coverage. In order to test the general-
izability of our approach, three variants of the underly-
ing RL algorithms are used: Q-Learning, State-Action-
Reward-State-Action (SARSA) and Deep Q-Network
(DQN). The experiments are performed during train-
ing to support developers in gaining insights about the
learning process in reinforcement learning. The encour-
aging results show that using the proposed configurable
architecture, RL developers are able to obtain expla-
nations about the evolution of a metric, relationships
between metrics, and were able to track situations of
interest happening over time windows.
Keywords Temporal Models · Complex Event
Processing · Artificial Intelligence · Explainable
Reinforcement Learning · Event-driven Monitoring
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1 Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) aims to mimic cognitive func-
tions for real-world problem solving, building systems
that learn and think like people do [52]. The adop-
tion of AI has become ubiquitous in software-based
systems when needing to provide better levels of au-
tonomy and self-management in modern software. A
branch of AI is Machine Learning (ML), which has been
successfully applied in vast domains such as transporta-
tion, recommendation systems or natural language pro-
cessing among others [23,67,71]. Despite its broad ap-
plicability, the nature of ML is still considered as a
“black-box” where system decisions can become opaque
to stakeholders [12]. This is the case of Reinforcement
Learning (RL), a ML technique where a system learns
autonomously through a trial-and-error approach and
whose decision-making criteria may lack transparen-
cy [54]. The insufficiency of validation techniques for the
reasoning done by the system when using ML is a deter-
rent to broader adoption [60]: it is essential to improve
the trustworthiness and understandability of AI-based
systems [30]. Explaining the decision-making processes
becomes increasingly important to enhance collabora-
tion, and to increment confidence [33]. This is ratified
by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
law, which enshrines the right to explanation [10].
For the reasons pointed above, the development of
more transparent AI, ML and RL models —we will
call them AI-models1 to differentiate them from the
term model in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)— has
gained significant attention during the recent years [16].
Consequently, several terms have been coined, such as
eXplainable AI (XAI) [60], explainable or interpretable
ML [55] and eXplainable RL (XRL) [54]. The methods
underpinning these terms aim to provide human-reada-
ble and interpretable explanations about the decisions
taken by the algorithms involved [62]. The concerned
tasks in the algorithms are usually performed by rule-
based approximations of complex AI-models [54], aimed
at better understanding what the AI-model has learned
and/or explaining individual decisions [60].
In this paper we focus on XRL for RL developers
and RL-knowledgeable users (i.e. users who are experts
in a given domain in which they apply RL, without
necessarily being experts in RL). These users develop
and operate software systems by applying RL AI-mod-
els and are, therefore, interested in understanding and
diagnosing the results of the application of such AI-
models in their domain. We argue that these RL users
1 AI-models are mathematical algorithms that are “trained”
using data and human expert input to replicate a decision an
expert would make when provided that same information [66].
require tools to obtain explanations to explore the rea-
soning of RL-AI-models. These tools could be used to
prove or disprove hypotheses posed on the system be-
haviour upon demand.
When studying the current state of the art of ap-
proaches for explanations [1,54], we noted that these
approaches generally focused on the specific AI-model
used [54]. In contrast to those approaches, this paper
aims to provide an AI-model-agnostic approach for XRL.
As Bucchiarone et. al stated in [8], MDE techniques
can help in the improvement of AI and machine learn-
ing. We argue that runtime models [6,5] can provide the
abstraction, analysis and reasoning capabilities needed
to support explanations when using AI-based systems.
In our previous work [24,49], we proposed runtime mod-
els stored in Temporal Graph Databases (TGDB), Tem-
poral Models or TMs, for tracking the decision-making
history of self-adaptive systems to support explanations
about their behaviour. The approach allowed for expla-
nations in both cases: interactive diagnosis (i.e. at run-
time or during execution) and forensic analysis (i.e. af-
ter the system has finished its execution), based on the
trajectory or history of the execution. We demonstrated
how the approach offers substantial benefits, but at the
cost of disk space and processing time. Nevertheless,
these costs can be prohibitive when dealing with data-
intensive systems, as it is the case of RL-based systems,
where the volume and complexity of the data can grow
considerably.
In this paper, we propose ETeMoX (Event-driv-
en Temporal Models for eXplanations), a configurable
architecture based on temporal models to keep track of
the system’s reasoning over time and to extract history-
aware explanations on demand when using RL. In addi-
tion to TMs, the architecture integrates Complex Event
Processing (CEP) [37], an event-driven technology for
rapid detection of situations of interest. We use CEP
to tackle the challenges associated with data-intensive
systems. It serves as a real-time filter that selects rel-
evant points in time that require to be stored in the
TGDB as runtime models. The criteria for storing the
system’s history can be configured through event pat-
terns on a CEP engine. For example, a certain data rate
can be imposed, or the history may only keep points in
time where certain conditions are met instead of the
full history, saving memory resources.
The approach has been applied to a mobile commu-
nications case study using autonomous airborne base
stations [70]. The system uses RL for positioning the
simulated drones while maximising the covered end users.
In order to test the AI-model agnosticism offered by
ETeMoX, three variants of the underlying RL algo-
rithm have been used: Q-Learning, State-Action-Re-
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〈ETeMoX: Explaining Reinforcement Learning〉 3
ward-State-Action (SARSA) and Deep Q-Network (DQN).
We have tested different filtering criteria and evaluated
the results. Costs of storing and retrieving the system’s
history as well as the accuracy of the explanations pro-
vided have been analysed. The experiments are per-
formed during the training of the AI-models, to help de-
velopers gain insights about the learning process while
they work on validating and improving their systems.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the foundations that underlie this re-
search. Section 3 describes ETeMoX and each com-
ponent of our proposed architecture. The case study
and the application of the architecture are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 presents the RQs and the exper-
iments. Then, the results of the experiments are dis-
cussed in Section 6. Afterwards, Section 7 compares this
approach with related work. Finally, Section 8 presents
the conclusions and future work.
2 Background
This section presents the core concepts and technologies
used in our proposed architecture.
2.1 Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and
Reinforcement Learning
The ability to learn is one of the most fundamental
attributes of intelligent behaviour [42]. AI is a broad
scientific discipline with its roots in philosophy, math-
ematics and computer science that aims to understand
and develop systems that display properties of intelli-
gence [47]. ML is a sub-discipline of AI that focuses in
building AI-models of human learning and understand-
ing how machines can be empowered with the ability of
learning [42]. In ML, agents 2 learn either from training
data or from policies to create AI-models with minimal
or no human intervention [39,47].
The focus of this paper is on reinforcemenet learning
(RL), a particular type of ML method. Influenced by
behavioural psychology [47], RL is an approach where
agents learn actions based on their ability to maximise a
defined reward in a trial-and-error fashion [54]. In RL,
an agent is trained to select actions to interact with
the environment that maximise the cumulative reward
resulting from those interactions [39]. RL is usually in-
troduced as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), as it
satisfies the Markov property of sensation, action, and
goal [66].
2 agent: autonomous or semi-autonomous AI-driven sys-
tem, in other words, the learner [66]
Fig. 1: Reinforcement Learning
As shown in Figure 1, RL agents learn in a contin-
uous process, where interactions with the environment
occur at discrete time steps (t). The agent initiates the
learning process by performing a random action (at)
that leads to a certain environmental state (st). The
reward (rt) corresponding to this state is assigned de-
pending on how desirable this outcome is. After several
iterations, the agent will learn a certain policy (π) (a
function that maps states to actions), and will update
the value function V (s) or action-value function Q(s, a)
in order to maximise the cumulative reward, with the
aim to select the optimal action in each situation in
order to achieve long-term goals [66,39]. There are var-
ious algorithms for RL: Section 4 will discuss popular
approaches (Q-Learning, SARSA, and DQN) and apply
them to a case study.
2.2 Motivations for Explanations in Artificial
Intelligence
In the case of humans, explanations provide a key ca-
pability to shape the understanding that they develop
when processing the environment, especially when their
perceptions diverge from their expectations [16]. There
are different arguments in favor of explanations in AI.
Adadi et. al. stated four arguments in [1]:
– Explain to justify: AI is involved in more and more
areas of our everyday lives. People affected by AI-
influenced decisions (e.g. when refused a loan) may
demand a justification for the particular outcome.
This transparency is needed to ensure fair and eth-
ical decisions [69] are being made.
– Explain to control: Explanations can often be used
to keep agent actions inside an envelope of good
behaviour. The explanations allow to discover the
origin of a problem or to clarify misunderstandings
between the system and the user [2]. Indeed, expla-
nations can contribute to prompt identification of
errors in non-critical situations [1].
Page 3 of 23
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4 〈Parra-Ullauri JM et al.〉
– Explain to discover: Modern AI systems can pro-
cess large amounts of data that otherwise would be
difficult for humans to process. Asking for explana-
tions is a helpful tool to extract insights about the
knowledge acquired by this processing [1].
– Explain to improve: In order to improve an AI sys-
tem, it is key to discover its flaws. An AI-model
that can be explained and understood can be easier
to enhance and use to the best advantage [60].
In this paper the focus is on explanations to control
and explanations to discover for RL developers and RL
knowledgeable users. These two groups of users are fa-
miliar with developing and/or using RL AI-models and
are, hence, interested in understanding, diagnosing, as
well as refining such AI-models in a given application
context [35].
2.3 Common Approaches in XAI/XRL
There are different techniques and approaches that are
proposed to confer explainability. In RL, these can be
classified broadly across two dimensions (Figure 2 [54]):
(i) depending on when the information is extracted, it
can be done beforehand (a.k.a. intrinsic) or in a
post-hoc fashion. An explanation could be extracted
and/or generated intrinsically or post-hoc. The most
straightforward way to get an interpretable AI-model
is to make it intrinsically explainable, thus self-ex-
plainable at the time of training [1,54]. One exam-
ple are decision-trees: they have a defined structure
and can provide convincing capabilities to gain the
trust of domain experts [31]. These type of explana-
tions are AI-model -specific by definition [1]. Post-
hoc explainability aims to mimic the original AI-
model to provide the needed explanations without
altering or even knowing the inner works of the orig-
inal AI-model [34]. Rule extraction is an example
of this type. By analysing the input and output of
an artificial neural network, it provides a descrip-
tion of the knowledge learned by the network dur-
ing its training by extracting rules that approximate
the decision-making processes [55]. This type of ex-
planations are generally AI-model -agnostic and are
generated and/or received after training [1,54].
(ii) depending on the scope of the explanations, it can
be global or local [54]. Local explanations focus on
data and provide individual explanations, helping
provide trust on AI-model outcomes. Local expla-
nations focus on why did the AI-model make a cer-
tain decision for one or a group of instances [54],
whereas global explanations focus on the AI-model
and provide an understanding of the overall decision
Fig. 2: XAI methods taxonomy [54]
process. A global explanation aims to provide a gen-
eral understanding of how the AI-model works [1].
In Section 3, we explain where our architecture sits
along these two dimensions.
2.4 Historical Data Management
Identifying historical patterns in the data produced by
a system has been a topic of interest for a long time. A
2012 survey on time-series mining by Esling et al. [20]
outlines more than two decades of research work on this
topic. Typical tasks include finding timepoints of in-
terest, clustering similar regions, classifying timepoints,
finding anomalies or predicting future timepoints.
In regard to industrial applications, the need to or-
ganize the large volumes of data generated by the Web
and the Internet of Things has motivated the develop-
ment of better time-series analysis capabilities in data-
base technologies. For instance, the Elasticsearch search
engine can index large document collections with nu-
merical measurements over time, and then apply ma-
chine learning approaches to find anomalies [19].
Still, these time-series have the limitation that they
simply track the evolution of a metric: they cannot
track, for instance, the evolution of the relationships
within a system. They cannot directly represent the
relationships between multiple evolving metrics, either.
Graph databases such as Neo4j [57] are designed specif-
ically to represent complex networks of relationships:
their data is structured into nodes connected by edges.
Nodes and edges have a label (e.g. “sensor”) and a set of
key/value pairs (e.g. “lastReading”). Graph databases
have been successfully used for representing transport
networks, social networks and other similarly intercon-
nected systems. However, they do not explicitly model
the time dimension.
Different extensions to graph databases exist to in-
troduce the time axis: these TGDBs record how nodes
and edges appear, disappear and change their key/value
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〈ETeMoX: Explaining Reinforcement Learning〉 5
pairs over time. Some of these proposals include Grey-
cat [27] from Hartmann et al. and Chronograph [26]
from Haeusler et al. In particular, Greycat is an open-
source solution which reuses several existing database
engines (e.g. the LevelDB key/value store) to imple-
ment a TG data model. Nodes and edges in Greycat
have a lifespan: they are created at a certain timepoint,
they may change in state over the various timepoints,
and they may be “ended” at another timepoint. Grey-
cat considers edges to be part of the state of their source
and target nodes. It also uses a copy-on-write mecha-
nism to store only the parts of a graph that changed at
a certain timepoint, to therefore save disk space. In the
present work, we use TGDB to track the evolution of
the decision-making processes.
2.5 Event-driven Monitoring
Event-driven monitoring allows us to detect the occur-
rences of predefined events on one or multiple incom-
ing data streams, in order to be notified of their oc-
currence and/or run some palliative processes. There
are several proposals for event-driven monitoring in the
literature; for instance, Konno et al.’s work [29] uses
a rule inference method that integrates dynamic case-
based reasoning and root cause analysis. It allows for
autonomous recovery and failure prevention to guar-
antee long-term QoS of cloud systems. Other event-
driven monitoring approaches integrate Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) with sentinel nodes [53,21] to detect
heavy road vehicles as well as raising alarms in moni-
toring nodes.
However, to achieve better performance and facil-
itate event-driven monitoring in real time, the use of
CEP can be highly recommended [3]. CEP [36] is a
technology that allows us to capture, analyse and cor-
relate a large amount of data in real time in multiple
application scenarios. The main objective is to detect
situations of interest in a specific domain or scenario
[20]. In order to detect such situations, we will have
to previously define a set of event patterns that specify
the conditions that incoming events to the system must
fulfil in order to match the situation of interest. The in-
coming events to the system can be simple (something
that happens in our system) or complex (a combination
of two or more simple events), since the events that oc-
cur as a result of the detection of an event pattern can
be fed back to the system. The defined patterns must be
deployed to a CEP engine, i.e. the software that allows
the incoming data streams to be analysed in real time
according to the defined patterns. Each CEP engine
provides its own Event Processing Language (EPL) for
defining the patterns to be deployed.
In this paper, we integrate CEP into the proposed
architecture to allow us to detect events that will con-
form our TMs. Among the existing CEP engines, we
opted for Esper3, a mature, scalable and high-perfor-
mance CEP engine. The Esper EPL is a language simi-
lar to SQL but extended with temporal, causal and pat-
tern operators, as well as data windows. Upon matching
a pattern, a complex event summarising the detected
situation will be created and then notified to the inter-
ested event consumers, such as dashboards, databases,
services and actuators. Indeed, CEP has been widely
used for real-time event monitoring in various software
architectures and application domains [7,15,58].
3 Proposal: ETeMoX Framework
This section presents the architecture of ETeMoX, which
integrates CEP and TMs to support the generation of
explanations for RL-based systems. Based on the cat-
egorisation from Section 2.3, we aim to build an ar-
chitecture for AI-model -agnostic post-hoc explainabil-
ity, using the benefits of event-driven monitoring and
model-driven engineering. The architecture targets AI-
models that are not interpretable by design. It focuses
on local explanations to promote an understanding on
why the AI-model made specific decisions for a group of
instances. Understanding what the system did requires:
i) the system to track its own decision history, and ii)
to explain those decisions to the users coherently. Both
requirements are presented in this work.
As shown in Figure 3, there are four components in
the framework: Translator, Filter, Temporal Model and
Explanainer. These will be described in detail below.
3.1 Translator component
Our implementation decouples the decision-making pro-
cesses in the system from the generation of the explana-
tions. The translator component receives data streams
with execution traces. The traces (Logs) contain infor-
mation related to the observations made by the agent
about its decisions, actions, states, rewards, and en-
vironment. The monitored system collects and exposes
the data streams to the translator component through a
message broker (“A” in Figure 3). An example of a bro-
ker is the open source Eclipse Mosquitto MQTT mes-
sage broker [32]. This broker uses a publish-subscribe
connectivity protocol and it is used for lightweight mes-
saging. The log can follow structured (JSON / XML)
or unstructured (plain text) formats: we have selected
3 https://www.espertech.com/esper/
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6 〈Parra-Ullauri JM et al.〉
Fig. 3: Event-Driven Temporal Models for Explanations (ETeMoX) architecture.
JSON for this implementation. This JSON log contain-
ing unprocessed data is converted into the data format
required by the CEP engine, and then inserted into the
Filter component for processing (“B” in Figure 3).
3.2 Filter component
This component performs the transformation, process-
ing, analysis and routing of data from the Translator
component to the Temporal Model component. The
main element in this component is a CEP engine. As
mentioned in Section 2.5, we selected Esper as the CEP
engine. Esper processes and correlates the simple events
coming from the Translator component, aiming to de-
tect in real time situations of interest that will match
the filtering criteria. As previously explained, these sit-
uations of interest are described through event patterns.
Developers define the focus of interest, i.e. the subset
of the data that will be recorded in the TGDB. Event
patterns are implemented in Esper EPL and deployed
to the Esper engine. When the filtering conditions are
met (i.e. patterns are detected), the engine automati-
cally generates complex events that collect the required
information, and sends them to the Temporal Model
component. The communication from the Filter com-
ponent to the Temporal Model component (“C” to “D”
in Figure 3) is performed using a message broker similar
to the one employed by the Translator component.
3.3 Temporal Model component
The incoming complex events containing the log infor-
mation are reshaped into the trace metamodel (Figure 4
from [49]) for linking the system goals and decisions to
its observations and reasoning. In this runtime model,
the Log records the Decisions to be made, the avail-
able Actions and their beliefs (i.e probabilities for sat-
isfying a requirement) and the Observations of the
environment. Each Decision is based on an Obser-
vation of the environment, which produces a set of
Measurements of the Metrics.
The runtime model will then be used to update the
TGDB, creating a new snapshot at the current point
in time: all relevant versions are kept. We use a model
indexer to automatically compare the runtime model as
an object graph against the current version of the tem-
poral graph. It creates a new version which only updates
the temporal graph where needed, for efficient storage.
Specifically, ETeMoX uses Eclipse Hawk4, which oper-
ates on Greycat temporal graphs. By using TGDBs, it
is possible to track the evolution of certain metrics at
each node, as well as the changes in the relationships of
the various entities in the system, or their appearance
and disappearance.
3.4 Explainer component
This component is where the explanations are construct-
ed and presented. The explainer component can run a
query on the TGDB using our time-aware query lan-
guage, an extension of the Epsilon Object Language
(EOL) to define temporal patterns that traverse the
history of a model. The result of this query contains
the information that will be used to construct the ex-
4 https://www.eclipse.org/hawk/
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〈ETeMoX: Explaining Reinforcement Learning〉 7
Fig. 4: Execution trace metamodel for a decision-based self-adaptive system [49].
planations. These explanations could be presented in
textual or graphical ways, e.g. plots of various kinds,
yes/no answers, or specific examples of matches of a
certain temporal pattern.
In relation to the explanation phases defined in [2],
this work tackles the first two: i) the explanation gen-
eration is the construction of the causally connected
TGDB (performed on the previous component) ii) the
explanation communication is the extraction of the in-
formation using the temporal query language (what in-
formation will be provided) and the presentation of ex-
planations either textually or graphically (how will it
be presented).
In order for an explanation to satisfy its recipient,
it needs to be expressed in a way that is easy to under-
stand for that recipient. Therefore, a rigid system for
which developers or domain expert have defined expla-
nations with no awareness of the needs and expecta-
tions of the recipients may be not convenient for users
with different backgrounds. The Explainer component
in ETeMoX allows users to specify their own custom
queries over the historic behaviour of the system, help-
ing the user to complete their mental model of how the
system works, or test hypotheses about its behaviour.
This is done by forwarding the queries to the query en-
gine in the Eclipse Hawk model indexer through the
Hawk API (the “E-F” communication in Figure 3).
4 Case Study: Autonomous Airborne Base
Stations
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
architecture, this section presents its implementation
for a case study from the domain of mobile commu-
nications. In this case study, Airborne Base Stations
(ABSes) use RL AI-models to decide where to move
autonomously in order to provide connectivity to as
many users as possible. The developers of the system
are interested in studying the reasons why the AI-model
acted as it did, both regarding single decisions and re-
garding its overall performance.
The rest of this section describes the system and
the different RL AI-models used in this case study.
This is followed by the explanation requirements for
this case study, which motivates the chosen experimen-
tal approach for its evaluation.
4.1 Description of the Case Study
Mobile connectivity requires that an adequate network
of base stations has been set in place. When these net-
works cannot meet unexpected spikes with respect to
user demand [17,41] (e.g. due to a large concentration
of users in one place, or due to failures in nearby com-
munication towers), a swarm of ABSes can act as a
backup. The goal of the system under study (the ABS
Self-Adaptive System [75]) is to precisely control the lo-
cation of the ABSes in relation to the locations of users
Page 7 of 23
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8 〈Parra-Ullauri JM et al.〉
and the other stations, while trying to serve as many
users as possible while ensuring high-signal strength
and minimising interference among ABSes [76].
Figure 5 outlines the components of the ABS SAS
case study. The environment is simulated according to
a Mobile Station Distribution Model, and a 5G Com-
munication System Model [75]. The mobile station dis-
tribution model simulates a random population of users
that require connectivity on their end-user devices (e.g.
mobile phones). This simulation randomly places users
following a bivariate distribution over their latitude and
longitude [56], involving the probability by which they
appear, the number of mobile stations they carry with
them, and their location.
The 5G Communications System Model performs
the necessary calculations to estimate the Signal-to-In-
terference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) and the Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP) [75]. The SINR and
RSRP values measure the signal quality of the com-
munications between the ABSes and the mobile sta-
tions. SINR and RSRP thresholds are used to determine
whether a station can be considered to be “connected”
or not.
The appendix at the end of this paper describes in
detail the simulation environment using SARSA, one
of the RL AI-models [70]. The other two RL AI-models
(Q-learning and DQN) are used in the same simulation
environment with learning methods, as defined below.
4.1.1 Q-Learning
Q-Learning is an RL algorithm where an agent uses an
action-value function Q(s, a) to evaluate the expecta-
tion of the maximum future cumulative reward. This
reward rt is obtained from different executions of an
action at in a given state st [65], which provides agents
with the capability of learning to act with the aim of
maximising the global reward. [73].
NewQ(s, a) = Q(s, a)+
α [R(s, a) + γ ·maxQ′ (s′, a′)−Q(s, a)] (1)
Traditional Q-Learning uses a simple lookup table
for calculating the maximum expected future rewards
for an action at each state. It is often referred to as
the Q-table, as it is a way of representing the Q-values
(or Action-Values) in the Value function Vs [51]. Equa-
tion 1 is used to update the Q-table, where the α is the
learning rate to determine how much of the sum of im-
mediate rewards will be used. γ is the discount factor to
determine the importance of future rewards and R(s, a)
is the reward of the action at state st. Q
′(s′, a′) is the
new Q value in next time step; s′ is next sate of envi-
ronment; a′ is the next action that ABSes is planning
to take.
4.1.2 State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA)
SARSA is an RL algorithm very similar to Q-Learning
[74,65]. The main difference between SARSA and Q-
Learning algorithms is the policy (π) type. SARSA, as
a typical on-policy algorithm, have agents directly infer-
ring a policy. On the contrary, Q-learning uses Q-values
to quantify the value of every state-action pair [66].
NewQ(s, a) = Q(s, a)+
α [R(s, a) + γ ·Q′ (s′, a′)−Q(s, a)] (2)
In Equation 2, α is the learning rate, γ is the dis-
count factor and R(s, a) is the reward of the action at
state s. Figures 6 and 7 show the flow chart related
to the update process of the action, the state and the
value function at each iteration. The circles refer to the
updated pairs of states and actions. S1, S2 and S3 in-
dicate the state of environment; while A1, A2 and A3
indicate each stage of actions. Blue dash line indicates
the pair Q(s, a) updates in various stages.
The most important difference between Q-learning
and SARSA is how Q(s, a) is updated after each ac-
tion. Although the update of Q(s, a) in SARSA is quite
similar to Q-learning, both algorithms have different
ways of choosing actions. SARSA uses the behaviour
policy (meaning, the policy used by the agent to gener-
ate experience in the environment randomly) to select
an additional action at+1, and then uses Q(st+1, at+1)
(discounted by γ) as the expected future return in the
computation of the update action and state value [66].
Q-learning does not use the behaviour policy to select
an additional action at+1. Instead, it estimates the ex-
pected future returns in the update rule as maximum
action and state value. It is noted that Q-learning uses
different policies for choosing the next action A2 and
updating Q(s, a). In other words, it tries to evaluate the
policy while following the old policy, therefore it is seen
as an off-policy algorithm. In contrast, SARSA uses the
same policy all the time, hence it is seen as an on-policy
algorithm.
4.1.3 Deep Q-Network (DQN)
Q-learning and SARSA both use a lookup table (Q-
table) to learn the best action to take. With large state
or action spaces, the size of this lookup table can make
learning intractable. In contrast, Deep Q Networks (DQNs)
avoid using a lookup table by instead predicting the Q-
value of the current or potential states and actions using
Page 8 of 23
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Algorithm 1: SARSA implementation of two drones scenario
1: Initialization
2: for every episode j do
3: s1  random
4: for Every iteration t do
5: for Every drone   do
6: at  Choose action based on current Q Table (Qst , "i,  )
7: st+1  Take the previous action (st, at,  )
8: at+1  Choose action based on real scenario
 
Qst+1 , "i,  
 
9: rt  Compute the reward (st+1)
10: Q (st, at, d) Update Q Table




￿.￿.￿ Deep Q-Learning and Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
Q-learning and SARSA need to effectively represent the environment from in-
puts to learn the action of agents. Deep Q-Leaning can directly use deep learn-
ing methods to bridge the divide between high-dimensional inputs and agent
actions. [28]. The Deep Neural Network to predict the Q value of the current
and potential states and constantly update the NN to learn the optimal option.
The DQN algorithm in a simple scenario of two Airborne-BSs is shown in Al-
gorithm 2. Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient(DDPG) borrows ideas from the
DQN and the actor-critic approach based on the Deterministic Policy Gradient
(DPG) [29, 30], which can satisfy the large or continuous action space.
Algorithm 2: DQN implementation of two drones scenario
1: Initialization
2: for every episode j do
3: s1  random
4: for Every iteration t do
5: for Every drone   do
6: at  maxa Q (  (st) , a; ✓) with probability ✏ select a random action
7: rt, xt+1  based on the action at
8:  t+1 =   (st+1) st+1 = (st, at, xt+1)
9: D Add data to the dataset D + ( t, at, rt, t+1)
10: NNt+1  NN learn from data selected in D
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Fig. 5: Overview of the ABS SAS case study
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S1 Initialize
A1 Choosing action based on the policy
S2 Observe S2, R2, update policy
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S3 Observe S2, R2, update policy
S1 Initialize
A1 Choosing action based on the policy
S2 Observe S2, R2
A2 Choosing action, update policy
S3 Observe S2, R2
SARSA
A2 Choosing action based on the policy A3 Choosing action, update policy
Fig. 6: Q-learning flow chart
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S1 Initialize
A1 Choosing action based on the policy
S2 Observe S2, R2, update policy
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S2 Observe S2, R2
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A2 Choosing action based on the policy A3 Choosing action, update policy
Fig. 7: SARSA flow chart
artificial neural networks [43]. As shown in Figure 8, two
convolutional neural networks (Q-Networks) constantly
update their parameters to learn the optimal action to
take: the target network, and the evaluate network.
A target network takes the current state and esti-
mates the Q value of each action, and then the gener-
ated states, actions and rewards of each simulation step
are saved to the memory pool (the “Log of Action” ele-
ments shown in Figure 8). This target network is a copy
of the action-value function (or Q-function) that is held
constant to serve as a stable target for learning for some
fixed number of time steps. The Q-network periodically
updates the actions and acti n-state value Q(s, a). The
parameters of the target network are updated regularly
by copying the weights from the Q-n twork, as shown
in Figure 8.
4.2 Explanation Requirements for Developers
Currently, generality is the biggest challenge for RL.
Although many RL methods can be seen as perform-
ing well, it is difficult to apply them for generalisation
purposes due to unforeseen situations [64]. Further, the
traditional perception of RL methods is often viewed
as black boxes. Without the proper tools, it is challeng-
ing to understand the behaviour of c mplex RL meth-
ods to solve general issues, especially when combining
multiple neural networks for evaluating value functions
during learning stages.
One way to improve the generalisation capabilities
of RL is to dissect the reasons for failure during the
learning stage. Often, the failure comes from the fact
that RL AI-models have limited memory storage to
store previous states, actions and Q(s, a) values, which
can be used later to estimate the value function. Some-
times, an action picked from the policy could lead to
learning failure. Unfortunately, this can only be ob-
served in retrospective after some time. Since develop-
ers can only investigate the overall reward of all agents
after a certain number of time steps, it is extremely dif-
ficult to find out the situation when the RL AI-model
has picked up a feature that may have been incorrectly
used in the estimation of the value function.
The current trend of using deep neural networks
presents new challenges for finding interpretable fea-
tures that can be visualised, the first one being how to
evaluate the unknown value function. In the ABS SAS
case study, the spatial position of users and the signal
interference from ABSes keep changing. Presenting the
For Sosym
 Review














Evaluate Network Training Data
Fine-tune Network Parameters
Fig. 8: Deep Q-Network
evolution of this change can help developers to under-
stand if the ABS SAS is progressing towards its ulti-
mate goal. Another important aspect for developers is
to analyse the learning process and how the initial con-
ditions affect it. Furthermore, in a multi-agent system,
explaining collaborative aspects can help to understand
whether the ABSes learn to coordinate to achieve the
global goal or not. This can be difficult without the
support of a third party like ETeMoX, considering that
each RL AI-model has only access to its own local ob-
servation and is only responsible for choosing actions
from its own action-state values.
4.3 Integration with ETeMoX
In order to evaluate whether the architecture proposed
in Section 3 meets the requirements described in Sec-
tion 4.2, the ABS SAS case study was integrated with
our current implementation of ETeMoX. First, the three
RL variants used in the ABS SAS case study (i.e. Q-
learning, SARSA, and DQN) were extended to send
their decisions and observations to a queue in a MQTT
message broker in JSON format at each simulation step.
The rest of the components of the ETeMoX architecture
were implemented as follows:
– The Translator component receives and parses the
messages, and sends them to the CEP engine in the
Filter component as a simple event.
– The Filter component offers a number of event pat-
terns, which act as the filtering criteria. Further de-
tails are provided in Section 5. An event match will
trigger the creation of a complex event. This com-
plex event is sent to the Temporal Model component
through a different MQTT queue, using JSON for-
mat.
– The Temporal Model component receives complex
events and records their information as a new ver-
sion of the runtime model in the temporal graph
database. Specifically, the Eclipse Hawk model in-
dexer was extended with the capability to subscribe
to an MQTT queue and reshape the information
into a model conforming to the metamodel in Fig-
ure 4. An object diagram with an instance of the
runtime model at a certain step in the simulation is
shown in Figure 9. The Log contains Decisions
and Observations for ABS 1 at Episode 9 and
Step 199. The possible Actions are linked to their
ActionBeliefs that represent the estimated values
(Q-values), which maximise the cumulative Mea-
sure:Global reward at the given Measure:State.
– Having recorded the history of the system so far, at
any time the TGBD can answer queries from the
explainer component. For the current implementa-
tion, we used the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
of Hawk to extract the information needed to build
the required explanations on demand, by using its
dedicated time-aware query language [24].
5 Experiments
In this section we will describe experiments performed
with different filtering criteria, as well several types of
explanations for the ABS SAS case study. Requirements
from Section 4.2 are taken into account for explain-
ing the ABSes system using ETeMoX. Through these
experiments, we aim to target the following Research
Questions (RQs), which ultimately allow us to target
the objectives of the paper:
F RQ1: How can TMs and CEP enable AI-model -
agnostic XRL?
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Fig. 9: Runtime model object diagram
F RQ2: What types of explanations can be obtained
using the proposed architecture integrating TM and
CEP?
F RQ3: What are the costs of storing and retrieving
explanations depending on the different configura-
tions of the proposed architecture?
F RQ4: How accurate are the results derived from each
configuration approach?
5.1 Experiment 1: Evolution of a metric
The ABSes in the case study need to collaborate to
maximise the number of connected users. As the RL AI-
models analyse and update their decision-making crite-
ria based on the rewards received at each time step,
it is key for the explanatory system to keep track of
(i.e. store) these rewards. Presenting the evolution of
this metric to developers can help to understand if the
ABSes system is progressing towards its main goal of
maximising rewards.
ETeMoX is capable of tracking both the individual
and global reward on every single time step in the sys-
tem’s training history, and present an average reward by
episode. Without any filtering, the results would match
exactly what the system experienced, but at high stor-
age and processing costs. In order to answer RQ3 (costs
involved) and RQ4 (accuracy obtained), we have de-
fined three Esper EPL event patterns that apply vari-
ous sampling rates, updating the TGDB every 10 steps
of the simulation, every 100 steps, and every 500 steps.




select drone as complexEventInfo
from pattern [every drone = DronesLog(drone.step%10=0)]
Listing 1 shows the event pattern for indexing the run-
time model into the TGDB every 10 steps.
5.2 Experiment 2: Exploration vs Exploitation
A common problem in RL is finding a balance between
exploration and exploitation. Exploration means trying
to discover new features of the environment by selecting
a sub-optimal action. On the other hand, exploitation
is when the agent chooses the best action according to
what it already knows [14].
In order to find when a decision was performed using
exploration or using exploitation, it is required to track
the actual action taken and the Q-values (i.e. the Ac-
tionBeliefs) for each possible action at given state.
On one hand, when the action performed has the max-
imum Q-value then it could be said that the decision
was taken by exploitation. On the other hand, if the
action taken does not have the maximum Q-value, the
action was taken by exploration. Considering the object
diagram of Figure 9, where the Action selected (repre-
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Listing 2: EPL pattern to select when the system per-
forms an action based on exploration
@public @buseventtype @Name(”Exploration”)
expression selectedActionValue{
droneLog => case drone.qtable.action
when ”east” then drone.qtable.position.east
when ”west” then drone.qtable.position.west
when ”south” then drone.qtable.position.south
when ”north” then drone.qtable.position.north











select drone as Log
from pattern [every drone = DronesLog] as droneLog
where maxValue(droneLog) != selectedActionValue(droneLog)
and maxValue(droneLog) != 0
sented by the reference from d1 to a5 ) was down, it can
be seen that it is the one with the maximum estimated
value: thus, it can be concluded that the decision was
performed by exploitation.
In order to evaluate the effect that a domain-specific
filtering pattern could have on costs (RQ3) and accu-
racy (RQ4), we decided to create an Esper EPL pat-
tern to only capture in the TGDB the moments when
a decision was performed using exploration. Listing 2
shows the Esper EPL pattern for finding this situa-
tion. At every point in time the Q-value of the action
selected (drone.qtable.action) is compared to the
maxValue(), the action with the maximum Q-value.
For this experiment, two TGDBs were created in par-
allel. One using the sampled data, and another that
contains the full history of the system. In this last one,
we ran the temporal-query of Listing 3 for validation.
The temporal query written in EOL follows the same
logic of the Esper EPL pattern, but traverses the full
history. It looks for the Q-value of the action selected
in each decision (actionTakenValue) and compares it
with the maximum Q-value (maxAB).
5.3 Experiment 3: Collaborations within the
multi-agent system
A challenge in mobile wireless communication is the
hand-off or handover process. This is the process of pro-
viding continuous service by transferring a data session
Listing 3: EOL query to select when the system per-
formed an action based on exploration
var results : Sequence;
for (decision in Decision.latest.all) {
var totalCount = decision.versions.size;
var exploration = decision.versions
.select(v|v.isExploration());







operation Decision isExploration() : Boolean {
var maxAB = self.actionBeliefs.estimatedValue.max();
var actionTakenName=self.actionTaken.name;
var actions = self.actionBeliefs.action;
var actionTakenValue = actions
.selectOne(a|a.name = actionTakenName)
.revRefNav action.estimatedValue.first;
return actionTakenValue <> maxAB and maxAB <> 0.0;
}
from one cell to another [50]. In this collaborative sys-
tem, ABSes are assumed to have ideal communication
among themselves and cannot occupy the same posi-
tion (state) at the same time. Therefore, considering
these conditions, handovers should be kept at a mini-
mum, demonstrating effective communication and sta-
bility within the system.
In the present implementation, a handover could be
considered when a user is connected to one ABS and
then transferred to a different ABS in a short period of
time. In order to find those situations in the different
RL-algorithms, we ran a query on TGDBs containing
the whole history of each RL-approach. Algorithm 1 de-
scribes the logic followed in the query, which was imple-
mented in the temporal-query language supported by
Hawk. A user (U) is connected to an ABS (D) when its
received SINR (SINRu,d) is above a defined threshold
αSINR [70]. Therefore, to find handovers over the his-
tory it is necessary to analyze the SINR between each
(user, ABS) pair at every simulation step. For example,
a handover of user u1 from ABS 1 to ABS 2 happens
when at step t, SINRu1,1 > α
SINR (the SINR between
user u1 and ABS 1 is above the threshold), and then at
step t+x (where x is a certain time window, measured
in a number of steps) we have that SINRu1,2 > α
SINR
(the SINR between user u1 and ABS 2 is above the
threshold) and also SINRu1,2 > SINRu1,1 (user u1 is
better connected to ABS 2 than to ABS 1).
Page 12 of 23
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Algorithm 1 Query to detect handovers. L is the cur-
rent runtime log, T the set of timeslices in L, U the
users, D the ABSes, SINRu,d(t) the link measurement
between u ∈ U and d ∈ D at timeslice t, αSINR the
threshold for the SINR, and x a defined time window.
1: Result = {}
2: for each u ∈ U do
3: for each d ∈ D do
4: TB = {t ∈ T |SINRu,d(t) > αSINR}
5: for each tb ∈ TB do
6: if (SINRu,d(tb + x) < SINRu,d+1(tb + x)∧
SINRu,d+1(tb + x) > αSINR) then






12: Result: Sequences showing handover transitions.
6 Evaluation of Results
In this section, we present the evaluation and discussion
of the results of using ETeMoX to explain the ABS
SAS case study. We trained Q-Learning, SARSA and
DQN under the same conditions. A training run con-
sisted of 10 episodes and 2000 steps for 2 ABSes with
1050 users scattered on an X-Y plane. As mentioned,
our implementation decouples the running RL-system
from the generation of explanations. In that sense, the
experiments were performed using two machines dedi-
cated to different purposes: one performing the train-
ing of the different RL algorithms, and the other run-
ning ETeMoX. The RL algorithms ran on a virtual ma-
chine in the Google Cloud Platform5: specifically, an
a2-highgpu-1g machine with 2vCPUs running Debian
GNU/Linux 10 with 13GB RAM and an NVIDIA Tesla
K80 GPU, using the ABS SAS simulator, Anaconda
4.8.5, matplotlib 3.3.4, numpy 1.19.1, paho-mqtt 1.5.0,
pandas 1.1.3, and pytorch 1.7.1. The machine running
ETeMoX was a Lenovo Thinkpad T480 with an Intel
i7-8550U CPU with 1.80GHz, running Ubuntu 18.04.2
LTS and Oracle Java 1.8.0 201, using Paho MQTT 1.2.2,
Eclipse Hawk 2.0.0, and Esper 8.0.0.
Our interest is to answer the stated RQs from Sec-
tion 5. We analyse the costs of storing and retrieving
explanations, as well the accuracy of them on each ex-
periment.
6.1 Evaluation 1: Evolution of a metric
Our architecture was able to sample the incoming data
produced by the ABS SAS for each RL algorithm. Ta-
5 https://cloud.google.com/





















Full history History sampled r=10
History sampled r=100 History sampled r=500
Fig. 10: Q Learning: Testing accuracy with data sam-
pling approach
ble 1 shows the costs of storing the TGDB using each
approach. The full history of the system consisted of
40 000 model versions (10 episodes × 2 000 iterations ×
2 ABSes). Depending the sampling data rate selected,
the size of the TGDB showed a linear decrease, going
from approximate 130 MBs for the full history, to less
than 1MB when sampling the history each 500 time
steps.
The objective of this experiment was to keep track
of the evolution of a metric throughout the history of
the ABS SAS. For this case, it was the global reward:
the number of connected users. In order to test the ac-
curacy of the results, we ran a temporal query on the
different TGDBs to find the averages from each train-
ing episode and see how they evolve. Figures 10 to 12
show the results. A t-test [63] was used to compare the
means of each group. We compared the results using
the full history to those from doing sampling at differ-
ent rates. Table 2 shows the p-values for the null hy-
pothesis H0: there is no statistically significant differ-
ence between the sample sets. Anything with p < 0.05
is classed significant. Thus, we only reject the null hy-
pothesis for the sample sets corresponding to the his-
tory sampled with data rate of 500. Therefore, they are
significantly different to the base sample set (full his-
tory).
On the other hand, we also evaluated the costs for
retrieving the information that built these visual expla-
nations. Results are shown in Table 3. The query execu-
tion times also presented a linear decrease. Running the
query in the TGDBs corresponding to the full history
took up to 43.23 seconds while running the query on
smallest TGBDs took between 0.08 and 0.09 seconds.
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Approach Model Versions Q-Learning SARSA DQN
Full history 40000 126.00 129.00 162.00
History sampled r=10 4000 15.00 16.00 24.00
History sampled r=100 400 1.70 1.80 1.90
History sampled r=500 80 0.95 0.46 0.77
Table 1: TGDB size in MBs
Approach Q-Learning SARSA DQN
History sampled r=10 0.95 0.94 0.88
History sampled r=100 0.37 0.62 0.39
History sampled r=500 1E-4 2E-3 5E-3
Table 2: T-test results
Approach Model Versions Q-Learning SARSA DQN
Full history 40000 42.91 43.23 41.95
History sampled r=10 4000 4.68 4.78 4.63
History sampled =100 400 0.34 0.34 0.38
History sampled r=500 80 0.09 0.09 0.08
Table 3: Query execution times in Seconds





















Full history History sampled r=10
History sampled r=100 History sampled r=500
Fig. 11: SARSA: Testing accuracy with data sampling
approach
6.2 Evaluation 2: Exploration vs Exploitation
This experiment focused on finding situations where the
action performed by the ABS SAS differs from the one
that it currently thinks is best. An EPL query deployed
in the CEP engine filters the history, letting through
only the time steps where the ABS SAS was using
exploration rather than exploitation. Table 4 shows a
summary of the results of applying this filtering using
the exploration EPL pattern. Both SARSA and DQN
presented similar results, showing the system using ex-
ploration 8% of the time. In the case of Q-Learning,
exploration was done during 1.41% of the time steps.



















Full history History sampled r=10
History sampled r=100 History sampled r=500
Fig. 12: DQN: Testing accuracy with data sampling
approach
The results of the EPL query selected the same time
steps as a temporal query (EOL query) on the TGDB
with the full history containing exploration events.
In order to compare the impact on accuracy of cus-
tom EPL-based filters in comparison with uniform sam-
pling, we ran the same temporal query from Section 6.1
to find the reward averages for each episode on the dif-
ferent TGDBs for each RL-algorithm. Figure 13 shows
the results for each approach. A similar behaviour to the
one presented in the previous experiment is exhibited.
Less data (model versions) create less precise results,
as it is the case of Q-Learning. Although for SARSA
and DQN similar number of model versions were found
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History sampled: Exploration Pattern
Fig. 13: Reward averages by episode on exploration pat-
tern
(3195 and 3126), the results show a significant variabil-
ity for the case of DQN.
6.3 Evaluation 3: Collaborations within the
multi-agent system
The goal of this experiment was to prove the hypothesis
of the developer that under ideal conditions and ideal
communication between the ABSes, the system should
reduce the number of handovers. We ran the tempo-
ral query on the different TGDBs containing the full
history. We used a SINR threshold of 40 (αSINR = 40
in Algorithm 1), and a time window of 3 time steps
Listing 4: Excerpt of output from Algorithm 1 about
handovers on the system’s history (SARSA).
1 [ ...
2 EolMap {SINR 1=80.76815264, ABS=1, user id=477,
SINR 2=81.39525019, episode=3, step=912,
step handover=915},
3 ...
4 EolMap {SINR 2=80.52090196, ABS=2, user id=925,
SINR 1=81.20204141, episode=2, step=1231,
step handover=1234},
5 ... ]
(x = 3 in Algorithm 1) suggested by the developer to
consider a transition time. The results were: 1 784 han-
dovers were found for Q-Learning, 590 for SARSA and
82 176 for DQN. An excerpt of the query results is pre-
sented in Listing 4. Line 2 indicates that a handover
from ABS 1 to ABS 2 happened on SARSA on the
episode 3 between time steps 912 and 915, when the
user 477 was initially connected to ABS 1, and after 3
time steps was connected to ABS 2. A similar situation
happened on line 4, but in this case there was a han-
dover from ABS 2 to ABS 1 at episode 2 between time
steps 1231 and 1234.
Due to the nature of the query, the execution times
increased. They were: 917s for Q-Learning, 1132s for
SARSA and 7914s for DQN. This is because for each
time slice (model version), it was needed to check how
the SINRs for each user u ∈ U changed over the defined
time window. Thus, it was necessary to check across all
10 episodes (each spanning 2000 time steps) the SINRs
for each of the 1050 users corresponding to each of the 2
ABSes. This produced 10×2000×2×1050 = 42 000 000
situations to check. A way to tackle the processing time
can be using annotations as shown in [24]. Considering
the previous, the situations found were very rare, rep-
resenting only 4.2×10−5% for Q-Learning, 1.4×10−5%
for SARSA. In DQN, although the situations still rep-
resented a very small percentage 1.9 × 10−3%, further
studies about collaborative tasks are needed.
6.4 Answering the Research Questions
In Section 5, we presented four research questions. The
answers to these questions are as follows:
F Answer to RQ1 on the feasibility of temporal mod-
els and complex event processing for XRL: the ar-
chitecture of ETeMoX, powered by CEP and run-
time models, provides an event-driven approach for
TMs that can trace the evolution of the decision-
making in RL-AI-models and the elements that af-
fect it. The architecture can apply different filtering
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RL Approach Model Versions TGDB (MB) Exploration (%) Exploitation (%)
Q-Learning 562 8.80 1.41 98.60
SARSA 3195 18.00 7.99 92.01
DQN 3126 21.00 7.82 92.19
Table 4: Results and costs of filtering history with the exploration pattern.
criteria to select relevant situations of the execu-
tion of RL systems. It enables an XRL technique
that is independent of the RL-approach (i.e. AI-
model -agnostic). ETeMoX is able to construct ex-
planations that can focus on the evolution of specific
metrics (Experiment 5.1), relate different metrics
(Experiment 5.2) and also consider time to provide
history/time-aware explanations (Experiment 5.3).
F Answer to RQ2 on types of explanations: ETeMoX
allows users to contrast the information of the dif-
ferent RL-algorithms through visual data-driven ex-
planations. Plots, graphs and tables were used to il-
lustrate the explanatory information, which will al-
low developers to control (i.e. debug) and discover
insights from the system. Based on these explana-
tions we suggest that the RL-algorithm with better
performance for this case study is Q-Learning, while
DQN shows the poorest performance and a variabil-
ity on the collaborative task.
F Answer to RQ3 on costs: Regarding to TGDBs sizes,
when using sampling the different approaches showed
a linear decrease. As expected, the TGDB corre-
sponding to the full history required more disk space
than the TGDBs with less model versions. Regard-
ing the processing times, the behaviour was similar.
Query processing times decreased with less model
versions to visit. On the other hand, when using
more complex filtering criteria (e.g. Experiment 5.2),
the costs depend on the nature of the RL AI-model
and the selection criteria.
F Answer to RQ4 on accuracy: Sampling the data at a
rate of 10 time steps presented an accurate represen-
tation of the history, while requiring less resources
(10% of the model versions): a t-test did not reveal
statistically significant differences between using the
full history and sampling at this rate. Based on the
results, this allows for extracting similar conclusions
from the sampled data. As an example, we can still
conclude that the episode with greater reward is the
3rd on the case of Q-Learning, the 7th on SARSA
and the 9th for DQN. Using a more complex filter-
ing criteria for storing the history creates a TGDB
of complex events with situations of interest for ex-
planations.
6.5 Discussion
From the RL developer’s point of view, retrieving his-
torical information about the locations of the ABSes,
their SINRs, and how many users were connected at
specific time steps provided a better understanding of
how ABSes interacted with the environment when us-
ing various RL-AI-models. The interaction data that
was collected during training and execution retain more
information than just the learned policy: studying how
these metrics evolve reveals interesting challenges en-
countered by the ABSes.
By analysing the collaborations within the multi-
agent system, the behaviour of each ABS gives us an
understanding about the reasons why the ABSes with
the Q-Learning RL-AI-model had more connected users
overall (i.e. maximum global reward) than SARSA and
DQN. The Q-Learning ABSes presented fewer handovers
during the period of simulation compared to those us-
ing SARSA and DQN. Interestingly, the DQN ABses
had a similar proportion of exploration and exploita-
tion to the SARSA ABSes. However, the DQN ABSes
had far more handovers than the SARSA ABSes. This
allows developers to understand why the DQN ABSes
performed worse than the SARSA ABSes in this case
study.
Furthermore, the analysis of collaborations shows
that SARSA-based ABSes have a level of knowledge of
their neighbours’s position and capacity. In this case
study, an ABS is rewarded if it increases its number
of connected users, even if it reduces the number of
users of other ABSes. The total reward is not an im-
plicit learning constraint for the ABSes. Experiment 5.3
showed, in both SARSA and Q-Learning cases, that the
number of handovers that happened during the simu-
lation were minimal. The latter seems to demonstrate
that the ABSes were able to perceive the intention of
neighbouring ABSes. In contrast, in the case of DQN,
multiple situations were found that show violations of
the collaboration principle. Therefore, more analysis on
collaborative ABSes with DQN AI-model is needed to
have better understand how Q-value function works in
this case study.
Statistical historical information can guide develop-
ers when working with AI-models to improve the learn-
ing performance: for example, by imposing a balance
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between exploration and exploitation if necessary. The
exploration and exploitation query can give developers
further insights about how to improve Q-Learning RL-
AI-model performance by increasing the exploration
time. We believe that this work can inspire promis-
ing RL researchers’ frontiers to perceive the aptitude of
agents driven by RL-AI-models with automatically gen-
erated behaviour observation through our framework.
6.6 Threats to Validity
There are internal and external threats to validity. In
terms of internal threats, queries ran could be formu-
lated in several different ways, and a slightly different
formulation could have produced different results. For
instance, since the metamodel does not have an explicit
attribute to mark exploration vs exploitation, then if
having multiple actions associated with the best reward
we could end up marking the action as using exploita-
tion when it had not been the case. Similarly, defining
a different time window for the handovers query would
have produced different results. The shown queries and
time windows were designed and configured in collab-
oration with the case study developers, and they en-
code their experience with RL: if needed, these can be
modified without major changes to ETeMoX. Finally,
we used the t-test assuming normality for comparing
data sets, using different statistical approaches could
have produced contrasting results. Such cases need to
be studied further.
With respect to external threats, we developed the
queries focusing on the needs and requirements of the
developers of the ABS SAS. For other systems and
other RL developers, other types of explanations may
be needed. These new explanations would require new
queries, which may impose new requirements on ETe-
MoX in terms of features or performance requirements.
Another external threat is that while ETeMoX can now
sample and filter the relevant history, still it does not
allow the limitation of the recorded history to a given
time window. Therefore, for longer training sessions, a
capability for limitation as the one described may be
needed to, therefore, better manage resource consump-
tion. Furthermore, if this temporal model were to live
for long periods, it could undergo changes in its struc-
ture (i.e. by metamodel evolution). In other wods, the
temporal model would need to be made flexible enough
to answer queries across the revisions implied.
7 Related Work
7.1 Explainable and Interpretable Reinforcement
learning
RL AI-models has had great successes in solving multi-
agent collaborative tasks when three conditions are met:
having an environment, having a reward generation pro-
cess, and having agents interacting with the environ-
ment. [66]. General RL algorithms require big quantities
to obtain good performance based on interactions with
the environment, which inhibits many practical applica-
tions, since obtaining environment interactions is often
costly and challenging [45]. Having interpretable RL al-
gorithms will allow developers to closely follow and fine
turn the training process, improving the sampling ef-
ficiency of the RL process while reducing exploration
time.
It is only recently that researchers have started in-
vestigating the way of explanations for RL algorithms.
One approach is illustrating how the actions affect the
total value of the policy [18,28]. Van der Waa et al. pro-
posed allowing users to ask contrasting questions about
why the RL algorithm followed a certain policy (the
fact) instead of an alternate (foil) policy of their liking,
having the RL algorithm trying to follow those actions
as much as possible, while presenting explanations on
how much the RL algorithm heeded those recommen-
dations and also why it did deviate from them [72].
This approach is quite subjective, since users may have
many different views.
Cashmore et al. also used contrasting questions to
design an approach for explainable planning. It allowed
developers to see the consequences of forcing a partic-
ular action to be taken (rather than the one suggested
by the algorithm) [11]: their work mentioned the risks
in improperly interpreting the question, and the diffi-
culties in formalising questions about plan structures.
Camacho et al. experimented with the use of high-
level notations (automata-based representations known
as reward machines or RMs) to reduce the burden of
specifying reward functions, proposing translations from
linear temporal logic formulas to RMs, and reporting
improvements in sample efficiency [9]. Topin et al. pro-
posed building policy explanations as Abstracted Policy
Graphs, a probabilistic transition network around ab-
stracted states that ignore low importance features [68].
Recent work by Madumal et al. [38] used abstract mod-
els over simpler user-defined features to generate expla-
nations for RL problems in terms of their influence over
the selected actions.
Further recent work by Sequeira et al. [61] showed
how a RL algorithm could be extended with introspec-
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tive capabilities to provide explanations about its be-
haviour. Unfortunately, only a simple video-game sce-
nario based on Frogger was used as case study. Due to
the limitations of the templates used in this work, it
would have to change significantly in order to fit into a
more complex real-life scenario, especially for the case
of multi-agent systems as our case study demonstrated.
7.2 Runtime Monitoring
In this subsection, related work on runtime monitoring
is classified depending on the approach in which it is
based on, i.e. event-driven and CEP-based, graph-based
monitoring, and runtime modelling.
In regard to the event-driven and CEP-based ap-
proaches for runtime monitoring, Fowler [22] proposed
an event sourcing model that facilitates the traceability
of the changes over time of the application state as an
event sequence. However, event sourcing can be costly
in terms of performance [46] since this model tracks
every change leading up to a state. The present work
describes an event-driven approach integrating CEP to
both monitor event streams efficiently, and also deal
with scalability problems through the use of temporal
graphs for historical data.
Moser et al. [44] used CEP technology to create
a flexible monitoring system with support for causal
and temporal dependencies between messages for WS-
BPEL service composition infrastructures. The proposal
by Moser addresses several requirements: unobtrusive
platform agnosticism, integration with other systems,
multi-process monitoring, and anomaly detection.
Asim et al. [3] proposed an event-driven approach
for monitoring both atomic and composite services at
runtime. By using CEP, this approach allows for the
real-time detection of contract violations. Additionally,
Romano et al. [59] proposed the detection of contract
violations through a quality of service (QoS) monitoring
approach for cloud computing platforms. This approach
integrated Content Based Routing (CBR) with CEP.
Cicotti et al. [13] presented a cloud-based platform-
as-a-service which is based on CEP and cloud com-
puting. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) can be anal-
ysed by collecting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
and defining CEP patterns. When KPIs exceed certain
thresholds, the violation condition is prevented.
Barquero et al. presented an extension of CEP for
graph-structured data in [4], where event streams are
transformed into Spark datasets with a combination of
persistent and transient data. The approach is able to
take events from the Flickr and Twitter APIs, reshape
them into graph datasets, to finally react on the fly
to situations related to the interplay of these two so-
cial networks (using GraphX patterns). The authors
reported good performance in these graph-structured
scenarios, but it had worse performance than standard
CEP engines in some situations, and writing SparkX
queries proved to be difficult. In comparison, ETeMoX
uses a standard CEP engine to filter what should be
recorded into the TGDB: at the moment, reacting to
events using graph-oriented queries would need periodic
execution of a query in the provided temporal query
language. Speeding up this type of periodic event detec-
tion query in ETeMoX would require the use of timeline
annotation, which we have discussed in prior work [24].
With respect to work on runtime modelling, Gómez
et al. [25] proposed the TemporalEMF temporal meta-
modelling framework, providing native temporal capa-
bilities to models. This framework extends the Eclipse
Modelling Framework (EMF) with the ability for model
elements to store their histories in NoSQL databases,
supporting temporal operators for retrieving the con-
tents of the model at different points in time. On the
other hand, TemporalEMF did not provide a full-fea-
tured temporal query language such as the Epsilon Ob-
ject Language dialect in the Eclipse Hawk tool used in
the present work.
Mazak et al. [40] proposed a runtime monitoring so-
lution in which models can be partially mapped to time
series databases. The solution is able to collect runtime
information (i.e. time series data) and relate it to de-
sign models, ensuring traceability between design and
runtime activities. More specifically, they presented a
profile for annotating EMF metamodels with the abil-
ity to record the values of certain model element fields
in time series databases, and query their historical in-
formation later.
In our most recent work [48], we conducted a fea-
sibility study on the combination of temporal models
and CEP for software monitoring. In particular, the
proposed architecture was able to promptly respond to
meaningful events (using CEP) as well as flexibly access
relevant linked historical data (using TMs). In this pre-
vious work, CEP and TMs had not been integrated yet
to help manage storage and processing trade-offs: they
provided separate capabilities related to system history.
The present work represents substantial progress in this
area, as the CEP engine detects situation of interest
that should be reflected in the TM, acting as a filter.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has presented ETeMoX, an architecture based
on CEP and TMs to support XRL, targeting RL devel-
opers and RL-knowledgeable users. Explanations are
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〈ETeMoX: Explaining Reinforcement Learning〉 19
generated using CEP and TMs, and presented visually
through graphs and plots. ETeMoX has been applied to
an RL-based self-adaptive system for mobile communi-
cations. In order to test the model-agnosticism of the
approach, three different RL algorithms were used. The
presented work has helped the case study developers to
gain deeper insights about the behaviour shown by the
running system and the reasons for its decisions. As
such, the developers were able to obtain explanations
about both the evolution of a metric and relationships
between metrics. They were also able to track relevant
situations of interest, which were spanned over time (i.e.
over time windows).
To tackle the challenges in volume and throughput
posed by data-intensive systems as in the case of RL, we
used CEP as a real-time filter to select relevant points
in time to be recorded in the TGDBs. Different filtering
criteria were defined, and the trade-offs between stor-
age and processing costs, and the accuracy of the pre-
sented results were analysed. Uniformly sampling the
history of the system every 10 time steps produced a
good representation: a statistical t-test did not report
significant differences in the query results compared to
using the full history. This allows for extracting simi-
lar conclusions, while requiring less disk space (85% to
88% less) and taking less time to compute (88% less).
Further, the system was able to correlate, process and
filter data at runtime, providing the ability to flexibly
define filtering criteria for building a TGDB of complex
events. It allowed us to filter the history with domain-
specific patterns in real-time to construct explanations
about exploration vs exploitation. Finally, when using
ETeMoX, the history can be studied back and forth,
while looking for situations that took place over time.
One example studied was handovers of users between
collaborating airborne base stations, over a certain time
window.
There are several avenues for future work. First, in
relation to queries, processing times could be improved
through the integration of timeline annotations [24],
which allow the system to jump directly to situations
of interest rather than scanning the full history of the
TGDB. In terms of filtering criteria, CEP time window
capabilities could be exploited for focusing on the last
n versions to only keep a time window of the history in
the TGDB, keeping resource consumption bounded.
Explanations can play a key role for introducing the
human-in-the-loop of RL-based systems. Presenting ex-
planations at runtime and providing effectors for the
user to interact with would allow the RL-developer to
steer the learning process and modify it when required.
This corresponds to the level 3 of the proposed roadmap
towards explainability in autonomous systems [49]. Ad-
ditionally, distinct types of explanations can be tar-
geted, such as global explanations to provide a general
understanding of how the AI-model works. Further, the
recipient of the explanations could be the system itself
(i.e. self-explanations). With self-explanation support,
the system could use its own history as another input
to underpinned its own decision-making (it would cor-
respond to the level 4 in the same roadmap [49].
In addition, while the explanations were validated
by the RL developers of the ABS SAS case study, fur-
ther studies using other RL scenarios and groups of RL
developers about how explanations are understood are
required, in order to fully answer whether the expla-
nations help RL developers in general to improve their
systems. Finally, we have focused on explanations for
RL developers, however there exist other stakeholders
that can also be affected by AI-based systems (e.g non-
technical users). As such, more studies related to the
explanation requirements from different actors in dif-
ferent scenarios are envisaged.
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• 100 by 100 meters squared area. 
• 1050 Users with three clusters
• The number of ABSes is 2, 4, 8.
B. User distribution
• The users are distributed around a local cluster.
• The center of the cluster is determined at random.
• It can take positions from 30 to 70, both in x and y
coordinates.
• The users are scattered randomly with normal distribution
around the cluster center, with mean µ = 0 and standard
deviation σ = 20.
• An example of the user distribution can be seen in Fig. 1.
Total three clusters are simulated.













Fig. 1. Example of user distribution for one cluster in one training session.
C. Airbone Base Stations (ABSes)
• The ABSes are assumed to have ideal communication
among themselves.
• The ABSes share their positions and number of users
allocated with each other.
• Each ABS has a directional antenna with a main lobe
with an aperture angle of θ = 60 degrees. The antenna
is pointing downwards. An illustration of the directivity
angle is presented in Fig. 2
• There is no limit on the number of users that each ABSes
can allocate.
• Each ABS is assumed to be flying at a fixed height
hd = 30 meters.
II. STATES (for two ABSes Cases)
• The states are the positions of both drones.
• The environment is discretized into 121 possible positions
2
for each ABS (steps of 10 meters).
• Drones cannot assume the same position at(the
121
)same time. 





Fig. 2. Illustration of the coverage radius of a ABSes flying at hd meters and 
with directivity angle of θ.
III. ACTIONS
• The possible actions are to move ±1 step in x or y.
• If one ABS would move to the same position as the other
(e.g˙chooses the action to move right when the other ABS
is one step to its right), it does not move.
• If a ABS would move out of the grid (e.g˙chooses to
move right when at x coordinate 100), it does not move.
• If a state has not been explored, the action is also chosen
at random, in order to avoid bias.
• Otherwise, actions are deterministic.
IV. POLICY
• The policy is ε-greedy.Meaning that each ABS chooses a random 
action with probability ε and maxQ with probability 1 − ε.
V. REWARD
• The reward is the total number of users allocated by all
ABSes.
A. User Association
• A user associates with a ABSes if its received SINR is
above a threshold of 40 dB.




N + ∀i6=n RSRPi,u
• The RSRP for the link between user u and ABS n is







where c is the speed of light in meters per second, Pt is 
the ABSes transmit power in Watts and fc is the 
carrier frequency in Hz.
• Any user outside the main lobe is considered to receive
0 W of power from the ABS.
Appendix:
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VI. TRAINING
• The typical training session is comprised of 10 episodes of
2000 iterations each. At DQN we use 1000 episodes • 
The state of the ABSes is set randomly at the beginning
of each episode.




where j is the episode number and e is Euler’s constant.
A. Algorithm (SARSA)
The update strategy for SARSA is expressed as
Q(st, at, δ) = Q(st, at, δ)+
α(rt + γQ(st+1,at+1, δ)−Q(st, at, δ)),
(4)
where α is the learning rate and γ is the discount factor.
A pseudo code of the implemented solution is presented in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: SARSA implementation
1 Initializations
2 for Every episode j do
3 s1 ← random(1, 14520)
4 for Every iteration t do
5 for Every ABSes δ do
6 at ← chooseAction(Qst,∗, εj , δ)
7 st+1 ← takeAction(st, at, δ)
8 at+1 ← chooseAction(Qst+1,∗, εj , δ)
9 rt ← computeReward(st+1)
10 Q(st, at, d) ← updateQ()





The average reward per episode is shown in Fig. 3.





















Fig. 3. Average reward per episode considering for this training session
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